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One method for user interface analysis that has proven successful is formal analysis, such as GOMS. These methods have been criticized for being at minimum an additional burden for the system designer. However, if the process of constructing and using formal models could be automate~they could be of even greater value, This paper describes an early version of such a system, called USAGE. Given the application model necessary to drive the UIDE system, USAGE genemtes an NGOMSL model of the interface which can be "run" on a typical set of user tasks and provide execution and learning time estimates. In this paper we present a method, the Cost-of-Knowledge Characteristic Function, for characterizing information access from dynamic displays. The paper works out this method for a simple, but important, class of dynamic dkplays called direct-walk interactive information visualizations, in which information is accessed through a sequence of mouse selections and key selections. The method is used to characterize a simple calendar task for an application of the Information Visualizer, to compute the changes in characterization as the result of possible program variants, and to conduct empirical comparison between different systems with the same function,
